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WHEN COLLECTING OBSOLETE BANKNOTES, EVERYTHING
is about history.  No matter what the visual on the note is you can bet it
will be the historic legacy that captures your attention.  The vignettes of
people, places, things, historical events and art that were commissioned

to appear on these banknotes remain today a window into the culture of our ances-
tors of the 19th Century.  These show us what they thought was interesting and
important in their lives.  One of the events that was recalled was the “Landing of the
Pilgrims,” one of American history’s earliest notable events.   This event was not doc-
umented very often on obsolete paper money so I have attempted to bring together
the various vignettes of this event on the many different issues I have been able to
record.   Although it was the Pilgrims themselves who were the focal point of each
vignette, their ship, the Mayflower, is also represented on every note and die proof
illustrated.                                                                      

The Pilgrim Story

The story of the English Pilgrims starts in their mother country, England.
After embarking at Plymouth in old England this band of “Separatists” as they were
first called, went on to Holland, and then 12 years later to the “New World” in search
of religious freedom.   Others had been here before but there was yet to be a perma-
nent colony of Englishmen on these northern shores.  They landed in the area now
named Provincetown at the tip of Cape Cod on November 11th, 1620, but stayed
only long enough to see if the land was fit for farming and if drinking water was
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abundant. They decided that this would not be a good enough place to build a set-
tlement so they picked up their belongings, re-boarded the Mayflower and set off in
search for a more suitable shore. 

On November 21, 1620, they engrossed and signed the Mayflower
Compact, the first Constitution enacted in the New World.  This was necessary
because they were beyond the jurisdiction of the Virginia Colony and the mouth of
the Hudson river where they first intended to settle.  On December 16th, 1620, they
arrived at a place they could call home. This shore had a good harbor, fertile fields
and fresh water. They named it Plymouth, after the town in England where their
journey began.  Their first winter was very trying and some perished.  The local
Indians actually brought them provisions and subsequently saved many others from
meeting the same fate. It was only a year later when they would celebrate a good
harvest with a day of “thanksgiving.”

It is hard to mention Pilgrims without mentioning Plymouth Rock.  While
this may or may not have played a part in the lore of the Pilgrims, I mention it only
because it does appear in many of the vignettes used on banknotes.  This piece of
granite was left as a deposit on the beach in Plymouth.  Its origin was only a few
miles north of Plymouth in a rock outcrop in the Dedham area which formed 680
million years ago.  As a glacier once pushed through this area this piece became dis-
lodged and ended up about knee deep at high tide almost at its present resting
place.  Over the years it has succumbed to water and sand erosion from the sea and
vandalism by souvenir hunters.  Its size now is only a fraction of what it originally
was at the end of the ice age.  Actually there is no written mention of a “rock” in
many contemporary writings of the Pilgrims.  Knowledge of its pertinence only sur-
faced about 140 years after they supposedly used it as the stepping stone to a new
civilization.  

Plymouth Rock, while presently regarded as America’s most famous step-
ping stone is not without competition, the closest being Dighton Rock in the
Taunton (Massachusetts) River.  Inscriptions on Dighton Rock lend credence to a
brief Portuguese habitation in the early 1500s that would be less than 30 miles from
the Plymouth Colony.  Across the country, inscriptions on rock have been found
attesting to important explorations by both Europeans and Mediterranean explor-
ers.

The Banknotes and Vignettes

Die proof by toppan, carpenter and co.  some of these proof impressions escaped
destruction and are available today.  if one is lucky the exact image that appears on the
banknote might be found.  Die proofs were made for a few reasons. the working die had
to be tested on various types of paper before it was put into use and also these impres-
sions were annotated with either the name of the engraving company or title of the die or
even both in order to preserve a copy for company records or to give to their salesman
for distribution to prospective clients.
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a second die proof by the same engraving company shows a slightly different represen-
tation of the “Landing.”  in 1858 the toppan, carpenter & company along with others
merged to become the american Banknote company, a prime player in the production of
banknotes and securities for more than the next 100 years.  it has since sold off its
archives of hardware and plates a few years ago so it is now possible in some instances
for collectors to even obtain a steel die
to match both the die proof and
the banknote in his collec-
tion. 

this vignette,  “Landing of the
Pilgrims,”  is an engraving by charles
Burt as shown on the reverse of a $1
original series National Bank Note. this
engraving would probably be the one
most familiar to paper money collectors
today due to its exposure on National
currency.  However this particular
engraving does not appear on any issue
of paper money from the state banknote
era.
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The Bank of Cape Cod opened in 1856 and became a national bank in 1865.
The Mayflower Compact was actually drawn up and signed on board before the
Pilgrim Fathers settled on land.  This document had become the first constitution to
be used in this country.  And at this time John Carver as Governor of the Plymouth
Colony became the first elected official in America.  It is fitting that a bank from the
Cape chose to use this vignette.  The male portrait on the right is that of Lemuel
Shaw, a 30 year Massachusetts Chief Justice, 1830-1860.

the vignette title, “signing the
First constitution on Board the
Mayflower, 1620” appears at the
bottom of the center vignette.
Here can be seen John carver
signing that first constitution.

Below: the citizens union
Bank opened in 1833 and
became the scituate National
Bank in 1865.  again this
vignette was chosen.  the por-
trait on the left is of Henry clay.
this bank chose to display
other historic events on its
notes, also. For additional
information please see the
proper Haxby volume.



The Old Colony Bank opened in 1832 and became a national Bank in
1865. This note is interesting in that we can see a shelter, men cooking, and others
about to collect furnishings from the boat that has returned from the Mayflower,
which can be seen in the distance.  Also on the right of the vignette we see Samoset, a
Pemaquid  Indian chief from coastal Maine just walking into their midst and about
to surprise the Pilgrims with his command of the English language learned from
fishermen who occasioned this coast. As he approaches the unsuspecting settlers,
above him in a pine tree, an osprey or eagle, probably attracted by the cooking food,
watches patiently.  Even with provisions within reach this Native American asked
the Englishmen not for food but for “beer.”   They not only were astonished that the
Red Man could speak English but also that he had asked for some of that sacred
brew that sustained then during their journey.  Samoset had learned about beer from
previous encounters with east coast fishermen and explorers.  Above all this is the
date 1620 and a view of Plymouth Rock where the small boat is being secured.  The
Mayflower remains in the distance.

Note the three different imprints on the note of the New England
Banknote Company,  the Patent Stereotype Steel Plate and the “ABNCo” of the
American Banknote Company in the center but just below the vignette.  The origi-
nal printing plate was probably produced in the 1830s or ’40s by the New England
Banknote Co.  It is called a Stereotype Steel Plate, albeit a later version.  This type of
plate was invented by Jacob Perkins of Newburyport in about 1810.  The American
Banknote Co. was an association of many smaller companies that came together in
1858.  Very often their logo will appear on notes alongside imprints of the earlier
engraving companies. 
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the date, “1620” appears twice in
this vignette and samoset
appears at the right, coming to
welcome the englishmen.
Plymouth rock is evident at the
water’s edge

this enlarged view shows in
detail the activities of the group of
Pilgrims.  everyone has a job to
do in order to make the colony
secure for the coming winter.
although samoset could speak
some english. another indian
named squanto, a Pawtuxet
indian who also could speak
english, proved to be even more
helpful.   twelve years earlier
squanto had been kidnapped by
fisherman and brought back to
europe.  there he learned to
speak english.  He subsequently
was able to return to his home in
New england where he met the
colonists.
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as difficult as it is to locate
a proof quality example, it
is even much harder to find
a circulated example of a
note with a Pilgrim
vignette.  Very few have
ever surfaced.   this bank
opened in 1803 and
became the Plymouth
National Bank in 1865. this
note is hand-dated January
1, 1864.

this note has the smallest
vignette on an obsolete
banknote of the “Landing”
noted to date.  it is in the
upper left hand corner of
the note. this engraving
somehow escaped notice
by Haxby and the banknote
detectors he partially relied
on for the descriptions of
many notes and is not
mentioned in his descrip-
tion of this note.
sometimes the less obvi-
ous part of a note turns out
to be the most interesting!

the enlarged vignette
plainly shows the
Pilgrims in their special
hats stepping from their
shallop to the “rock” and
then to the shore, unload-
ing their provisions.  the
Mayflower is in the dis-
tant background and
somewhat hard to see.
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Henry Sargent (1770-1845), a famous American painter who studied under
Benjamin West and John Singleton Copley executed the work on which this vignette
is based in Boston about 1820 and donated it to Pilgrim Hall in Plymouth where it
resides today.  The key to this painting lists the name of each subject pictured.  A few
of the prominent subjects shown are; Samoset the Indian and John Carver and his
wife Katherine, the two people closest to Samoset. William Bradford is to the left of
the Carvers and Myles Standish with the Pilgrim style hat is to the right. The
Mayflower had two dogs aboard, an English Mastiff and an English Spaniel which is
the one shown in this vignette.  

this vignette is identical
to the second die proof
seen earlier.   the same
vignettes could have been
used on other denomina-
tions from this bank as
well.   the casco Bank
opened in 1824 and
became a national bank in
1865.

a proof note is an
intaglio impression on
soft paper pressed on
copper or steel plates
primarily made to be
shipped to the bank for
a final inspection
before ordering their
notes.  the proofs
come out best if high
grade soft india paper
is used because of the
sharp impression it
leaves. usually proofs
like the business
“strikes,” were execut-
ed in a four-note for-
mat.

the Plymouth Bank
opened in 1803 and it
too became a national
bank 1865.
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Obtaining an obsolete banknote with special historical significance was

always rewarding to me.  This topic is one of the most interesting I have come

across. Looking back at the time involved in trying to assemble a collection of notes

with Pilgrim vignettes, I have come to the conclusion that collecting notes with the

popular vignettes of Santa Claus, might be less of a challenge.  There are more

vignette types of Santa Claus notes than Pilgrim notes.   And, more banks issued

Santa Claus notes than Pilgrim notes, seemingly 3-4 times as many.   If you can find

room in your collection for a note with historical significance, try to obtain one of

the Pilgrim issues.   Like I said before, “it’s all about history.”
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top:  a different vignette used by
the old colony Bank shows the
date 1620  above.  the indian to the
left could possibly represent
samoset but more likely,
Massasoit,  a wampanoag chief.
samoset was originally sent by
Massasoit to welcome the new trav-
elers.  this same engraving also
appears on notes of the Massosoit
Bank.  we also see Plymouth rock,
again.  this seems to be a progres-
sion proof, which is an impression
of a note not fully constructed.  as
you can see, the engraver’s imprint
(name) has not yet been added to
the plate.

above:  this is an almost identical
note to the previous old colony
proof note.  the date, “1620” is not
evident and the note is payable to
Myles standish. the portrait of the
indian along with washington’s
portrait have also been left off.
this bank operated from 1833 to
1843)    (image courtesy of a private
collector.)
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